Gleitsmann Security Inks (GSI): First Banknote including new feature
“mouveGSI“ issued
National Bank of Cambodia publishes new Commemorative Note using GSI’s
innovative, unique traffic light for banknotes

Following the launch of GSI’s unique high security printing feature “mouveGSI” in May this year, the
National Bank of Cambodia has included the feature in its latest Commemorative Note, celebrating
the 30th anniversary of the Paris Peace Agreement and the return of His Majesty King Norodom
Sihanouk to Cambodia 30 years ago.
The 30,000 Riel Note is the first banknote worldwide which incorporates two fluorescent and one
phosphorescent colour impressions in one security feature. The image on the backside of the note is
printed in intaglio and uses one single ink, produced by GSI in Berlin, Germany. The feature can be
activated/checked by using standard conventional UV lamps (UV-A, UV-B or UV-C)
“We are honored and very proud that the National Bank of Cambodia has chosen mouveGSI to be part
of its prestigious new Commemorative Note. With mouveGSI being included on a live banknote only
five months after the launch of our unique feature, I am convinced that we will see more customers
using the highly innovative ink on circulating banknotes very soon.” said Ulrich Walter, Managing
Director of GSI
More details of the new feature and the Commemorative Note will be communicated when the first
notes have been circulated to the public during the next weeks. For more information on GSI’s
“traffic light”-feature please refer to www.mouve.ink

About Gleitsmann Security Inks: Gleitsmann Security Inks (GSI) with its headquarters in Berlin,
Germany, has been a trusted, innovative provider of highly secure, durable and efficient inks for
government entities worldwide since 1847. GSI continuously strives to improve its products, meeting
the latest requirements from its Central Bank, State Printwork and Commercial Security printing
customers. Customer centricity is not just a buzzword for GSI but has highest priority in every aspect
of its operation. Besides the standard intaglio, offset and numbering inks GSI also provides cost
efficient varnish solutions and an environmentally friendly series of silk-screen inks. GSI has a solid
customer base of renowned international organisations and is an accredited member of the
Banknote Ethics Initiative (BnEI) and the International Currency Association.

